Since we have the euro football cup this July, hotels in the city will be booked. We have on hold housing for 40 to 60 peoples at a university campus outside of Paris from **July 22-25**

Registration on Friday will be held at the same address:

**THE RESIDENCE**
**MAISON DES ELEVES DE L'ECOLE CENTRALE DES ARTS ET MANUFACTURES**
**GRANDE VOIE DES VIGNES**
F-92 295 CHÂTENAY-MALABRY CEDEX
**TÉLÉPHONE ET FAX :**
Tel : +33 (0)1 41 13 10 00

- The location is close to the ORLY airport in Paris
- The cost will be up to 25 euros the night (single room)
- We will have our Friday activities from **10 am** to **4 pm** at this address.
- Let us know by **July 1st**, if you want to reserve a room. After that date, we cannot give any guarantee.

**BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT**
FROM the AIRPORTS / TRAIN / SUBWAY buy a "Navigo Semaine" card for 1 week. An all zone ticket that cost 21,25 euros + 5 for the card. You will need to have an ID photo to put on the card. You will pay less showing a student ID, If you are under 26, and a child under 12.

It will be cheaper than a 3 day ticket. This is all you will need for traveling.

If you are not staying with at the residence, and staying in the city, you will need to get a returned ticket to the residence 5 zones, for Friday then single tickets or a Mobilis 2 zones (7 euros per day).
FROM THE AIRPORTS AND PARIS TRAIN STATIONS

*FROM CHARLES DE GAULLE AIRPORT OR PARIS SUBWAYS (CHÂTELET, GARE DU NORD):

From Antony take bus 395 in the direction of "Clamart - G. Pompidou" and get off at the stop "Grande Voie des Vignes - École Centrale".

The school is on the other side of the road
Turn right second street and go to the administration building

“FROM ORLY AIRPORT :

Take the ORLYVAL to Antony station the junction with line B of the RER.
Then take bus 395 to "Clamart - G. Pompidou" and get off at the stop "Grande Voie des Vignes - École Centrale".
The school is on the other side of the road
Turn right second street and go to the administration building

BY CAR

Via the N 20, when coming from PORTE d'ORLÉANS, take the direction of Antony until the crossroads "Croix de Berny"; turn right and head for "VERSAILLES (Châtenay-Malabry)". 500 m farther on, turn right again to take the D67 in the direction of Sceaux (avenue Sully Prudhomme) and then turn left at the first roundabout to take the Grande Voie des Vignes.

Via the N 118, when coming from the PONT-DE-SÈVRES, take the A 86 to CRETEIL, then exit no 29 "Châtenay-Malabry Robinson". Follow the N186 that runs through the whole town of Châtenay. Turn left to take the D67 towards Sceaux (avenue Sully Prudhomme), then turn left again at the first roundabout to take the Grande Voie des Vignes.

Via the A86, when coming from CRÉTEIL, take exit no 27 to Antony. 800 m farther on, turn right to take the D67 in the direction of Sceaux (avenue Sully Prudhomme) and then turn left at the first roundabout to take the Grande Voie des Vignes.
Campus plan

Legend

1. Olivier building [Enseignement]
2. Lavallée building [Administration]
3. Péclet building [Laboratoires Industriels]
4. Dumas building [Laboratoires Scientifiques]
5. Restaurant
6. Gymnasium
7. Halls of residence
8. Stadium
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